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December 2022: Hawkish Fed, Sluggish Dollar, and a China Gold Bug

Gold held on to its November gains, bouncing around the $1,800 per ounce level during December. Twenty to thirty-dollar daily 

1 remained subdued following the drubbing it took in 

end the year at $1,824.02.
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Gold in 2022: It’s Been a Wild Ride
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loss for bitcoin. 

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Investment 

vaneck.com for performance current to the most recent month ended. 

fund; it is calculated by taking the total assets of the fund, subtracting total liabilities, and dividing by the total number of shares outstanding. 

political events or the monetary policies of various countries.
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"War Premium"

"Dollar Strength"

The war provided a temporary positive catalyst; however, the dominant driver through most of the year was increasing pressure 

these also coincided with a secular bear market

"Physical Demand Support"

and gold broke out, rising to over $1,800 in December.

planned on trimming dividends, most dividends remained intact, and stock buybacks continued along with healthy margins. The 
recent positive gold price trend, along with early indications that costs should remain around current levels, bode well for the 
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https://investors.redfin.com/news-events/press-releases/detail/854/redfin-reports-luxury-home-sales-sink-38-the-biggest
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surely see more volatility, while the rush to green technology will keep upward price pressure on many commodities. Once the 

impossible to deal with.

cryptocurrencies are risk assets. On the other hand, gold is a defensive asset, a store of wealth, and a currency alternative 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/to-solve-inflation-first-solve-deficits-this-theory-advises-11667391310
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sectors.


